STAFF REPORT

CASEY KEY — As spring break
kicks
off throughout
the-nation,
a
Venice
Gondolier
03/13/2021
ﬂood of visitors is heading toward
Southwest Florida and area beaches.

“This is a great time of year to enjoy Sarasota County’s beautiful parks,
beaches, and entertainment,” Sheriff
Kurt A. Hoffman said in a news
release. “Which is why we created
this spring break safety campaign. We

room safe, outside of view of others.
• Keep wallets, keys and other items
secure.
• Obey traffic laws.
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the attack and called authorities from
his truck at Morse Court and Triple
Diamond Boulevard, the
VPD: release
Page
A01
states.
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Dive club donates life-saving kit to VPD
Emergency oxygen
fills a gap in
first-aid equipment
By BOB MUDGE
SENIOR WRITER

VENICE — When one of the
Venice Police Department’s
marine patrol officers is
on the water, he’s carrying
emergency equipment for
injuries “from scrapes to bullet
holes, and everything in the
middle,” officer Paul Freeman
said.
But he didn’t have an
emergency oxygen kit to help

Good morning
to Gondolier Sun
subscriber
Ruth Genisse

someone in distress — until
now, thanks to the Suncoast
Reef Rovers dive club. The club
donated a kit and paid for the
training to use it.
Marine officers Freeman and
Paul Joyce are now certiﬁed
to administer emergency
oxygen, after a Friday morning
class with instructor Missy
Bekemeyer.
The kit — an oxygen tank,
masks for both on-demand
and continuous-ﬂow oxygen
delivery and related items —
was itself a donation to the
club, by Terri Richardson, in
memory of her late husband,
Andy, a club member.
It accompanied club
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members on their dives,
including their quarterly
underwater cleanups in
the waters around Venice,
President Ken Lackmann said.
A club member who was a
paramedic was certiﬁed to use
it — but never had to.
SEE OXYGEN, 13A

Instructor Missy Bekemeyer,
left, checks out the emergency
oxygen kit being donated to
the Venice Police Department
by the Suncoast Reef Rovers
as club President Ken
Lackmann looks on.
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Charlie:
I could eat, I mean be,
the Cadbury bunny.
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The Suncoast Reef Rovers donated an emergency oxygen kit to the Venice Police Department on Friday. Club President Ken Lackmann,
second from left, presented the kit to Marine Patrol officers Paul Freeman, left, Chief Tom Mattmuller, center, and Paul Joyce, right,
and the officers were certified after training by Missy Bekemeyer.

OXYGEN
FROM PAGE 1A
“We have not had any
issues in 20 years of
doing cleanups,” he said.
When that club
member moved away, a
gap in the club’s safety
protocol had to be ﬁlled.
It occurred to them that
one of the marine patrol
officers is always present
during a claenup, so it
was a natural move to
look into donating the kit

to the VPD and getting
Joyce and Freeman
certiﬁed.
Joyce said it’s something the department had
been considering.
When they’ve encountered someone in need of
oxygen — usually but not
always a diver — they’ve
either had to speed the
person back to where
they could connect with
an ambulance or call
in the Sheriff’s Office
Marine Patrol, which is
equipped with kits.

There have been
“countless” instances
when they could have
used emergency oxygen,
Joyce said, and the
pandemic has caused
a boom in boating that
has increased calls for
service by nearly 100%
for all on-the-water
agencies.
It’s easy to rent a
boat in Florida and it’s
a popular activity for
visitors, some of whom
may never have operated
a boat before and aren’t

likely to be familiar with
the state’s boating laws
or local waters.
Sometimes the emergency just happens to be
on the water.
A few months ago, he
said, they got a call from
a charter boat captain
who said a passenger had
chest pain and was having difficulty breathing.
On arrival, he determined that the man
needed to get to shore
as soon as possible. In
transit he was told by

ﬁre rescue personnel to
give the man oxygen. He
couldn’t.
Fortunately, the
Sheriff’s Office dive team
was training in the vicinity and connected with
him to help the man, who
survived.
Rescue attempts don’t
always have a happy
ending, but “we have
probably saved more
than we have not,” Joyce
said.
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FREE Living Will with every estate plan.
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Instructor Missy Bekemeyer, right, watches Venice Marine Patrol officer Paul
Joyce, center, attach a regulator to an oxygen tank while Marine Patrol officer
Paul Freeman waits to check oxygen flow through the on-demand face mask.
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143 East Miami Ave.
Venice, FL 34285

488-8551

Hiring an attorney is an important decision that should not be based upon advertisements
alone. Before you decide, our free information package, including attorney qualification
experience & fees is available upon request.
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